A HISTORY OF MANGERTON PARK

As part of another project, I have recently become interested in the History of Mangerton Park; the public reserve between Eastern Ave and Heaslip St. Parish maps show that it was once a portion of a much larger parcel of land owned by the Osborne brothers.

Eastern Ave was subdivided about 1940. A local resident has informed me that Mt Keira Colliery (later Kemira) used to spell pit ponies in the park in the early 1940s. If any member could assist with historical facts about previous use of the land or if any references are known that could be of assistance, it would be very much appreciated.

Kevin Wood
7 Eastern Ave
Mangerton. Ph. 295514

THE BLOOD HOUSE

I note that your November meeting will refer to the Hoskins & the Steel Industry. You may (or possibly may not, of course) be interested in an encounter I had with this industry during the 1930s Depression, when I way carrying the swag'; this would have been in 1935 or 1936. I've recorded it in my (unpublished) autobiographical m.s..If it would be of any interest, I'd be quite happy for you to quote it. I had previously been employed for a while as a city salesman for a chemical firm in Sydney. The note goes on:-

“When the chemical firm split up and my job vanished I said goodbye to Sydney and set out for Port Kembla, about fifty miles to the south, where I thought I might get a job at the steelworks. There I joined, each morning, hundreds more at the gate, with no success. opposite the works, roughly in the area since taken up with coke ovens, there was a cluster of humpies, in which lived a number of unemployed men. According to the residents, this was a good place to camp for the follow­ing reason.